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Abstract
Medieval Arabic algebra books intended for practical training generally have in common a first “book” which
is divided into two sections: one on the methods of solving simplified equations and manipulating expressions,
followed by one consisting of worked-out problems. By paying close attention to the wording of the problems in
the books of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, Abu¯ Ka¯mil, and Ibn Badr, we reveal the different ways the word ma¯l was used. In
the enunciation of a problem it is a common noun meaning “quantity,” while in the solution it is the proper noun
naming the square of “thing” (shay). We then look into the differences between the wording of enunciations and
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Algebra of Mohammed ben Musa, Oriental Translation Fund, London, 1831], English translation page 3, Arabic text page 2,
line 10, and Musharrafa’s and Ah
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mad’s Arabic edition [al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, Kita¯b al-mukhtas
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ar fı¯ h
.
isa¯b al-jabr wa’l-muqa¯bala, edited
by Alı¯ Mus.t.afa¯ Musharrafa and Muh. ammad Mursı¯ Ah. mad, Cairo, 1939] page 16, line 1. References to Abu¯ Ka¯mil: A 93;7,
L 2576, H 158;13 means Arabic text [Abu¯ Ka¯mil, Kita¯b fı¯ al-jabr wa’l-muqa¯bala, Institute for the History of Arabic-Islamic
Science, Frankfurt am Main, 1986] page 93, line 7, Latin text [Sesiano, La version latine médiévale de l’algèbre d’Abu¯ Ka¯mil,
Rodopi, Amsterdam, 1993, pp. 315–452] line 2576, and Hebrew edition [Levey, The Algebra of Abu¯ Ka¯mil: Kita¯b fı¯ al-ja¯br
wal-muqa¯bala in a Commentary by Mordecai Finzi. University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1966] page 158, line 13 of the English
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Translations. Because Rosen and Levey misinterpreted the meanings of many words, we felt it necessary to produce new
translations directly from the Arabic. For al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ we use mainly Musharrafa’s and Ah
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J.A. Oaks, H.M. Alkhateeb / Historia Mathematica 32 (2005) 400–425 401equations, which clarify certain problems solved without “thing,” and help explain the development of algebra
before the time of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯.
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Résumé
Les manuels d’algèbre arabe datant de la période médiévale etaient destinés à donner une préparation pratique
à l’utilisateur. En général, ces manuels avaient en commun un « livre » premier organisé en deux sections : une
section portant sur les méthodes de résolution d’équations simplifiées et de manipulation d’expressions, suivie
d’une section contenant des problèmes résolus. En étudiant soigneusement les énoncés des problèmes dans les
livres d’al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, Abu¯ Ka¯mil, et Ibn Badr, nous révélons les differentes façons dont le mot ma¯l fût utilisé.
Dans l’énoncé d’un problème, ma¯l est un nom commun qui signifie « quantité », alors que dans la solution ce
mot devient un nom propre désignant le carré de « chose » (shay). Nous éxaminons ensuite les différences entre
les choix des termes dans les énonciations et dans les formulations d’équations, ce qui permet de clarifier certains
problèmes résolus sans « chose », et aide à expliquer le développement de l’algèbre avant l’époque d’al-Khwa¯rizmı¯.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction: al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s Algebra
On the request of the Abbasid caliph al-Mamu¯n (reigned 813–833 C.E.), Abu¯ Jafar Muh.ammad
ibn Mu¯sa¯ al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ wrote his Kita¯b al-mukhtas
.
ar fı¯ h
.
isa¯b al-jabr wa’l-muqa¯bala (Brief Book on
Calculation by Algebra), henceforth Algebra. It is the oldest surviving complete book on algebra in
Arabic, and is composed of three parts:
(1) Algebra proper, or pedagogical part. An explanation of the rules of algebra, followed by 40 sample
problems.
(2) A short section on mercantile transactions and mensuration.
(3) Worked-out inheritance problems.
The problems in the “algebra proper” are abstract in that they involve only numbers, with no ties to a
particular trade. The purpose of this first part is to train the student in the method of algebra. The method
is then applied in the second and third parts, which contain material relating to specific occupations.
In this article we are concerned with the “algebra proper,” and we review its contents now. Al-
Khwa¯rizmı¯ begins his treatise by describing the three kinds of number involved in quadratic algebra:
Kind Literal translation Our symbolic transcription
ma¯l sum of money, property. . . X (= x2)
jidhr root x (= √X)
adad mufrad simple number 1,2,3, . . . (units)
Arabic algebraists more often use the word shay (“thing”) in place of jidhr in the solved problems, and
simple numbers were counted in dirhams, a unit of currency. A typical equation involving the three kinds
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have rendered as 49x
2 + 9 − 4x = x. In fact, ma¯l is often translated as “square.” When expressing the
algebra in modern symbols, we write ma¯l as X and jidhr (= shay) as x. Also, we write ma¯ls for the
plural of ma¯l.
In al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s time the only conceivable numbers were positive. This meant that there were six
types of simplified equation involving the three kinds of number4:
Simple equations
Type 1: “Ma¯ls equals roots” (aX = bx),
Type 2: “Ma¯ls equals number” (aX = c),
Type 3: “Roots equals number” (bx = c).
Compound equations
Type 4: “Ma¯ls and roots equals number” (aX + bx = c),
Type 5: “Ma¯ls and number equals roots” (aX + c = bx),
Type 6: “Roots and number equals ma¯ls” (bx + c = aX).
Each of the six equations is solved by a special procedure explained via one or more examples. Solutions
to the first three types are elementary. The procedures for the compound equations are equivalent to
completing the square. For instance, one of the type 4 examples is 12X + 5x = 28. Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ first
doubles each term to get X + 10x = 56. Then he writes “So halve the roots to get five. Then multiply
it by itself to get twenty-five. Then add it to the fifty-six to get eighty-one. So take its root, which is
nine. Then subtract from it half the roots, which is five. So there remains four, which is the root of the
ma¯l which you wanted, and the ma¯l is sixteen, and its half is eight.”5 The compound procedures are
accompanied by well-known geometric proofs. Whenever we use the word “procedure” it is in reference
to these techniques for solving the six equations.
Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ rounds out his introduction to algebra by explaining some basic rules for operating on
expressions and manipulating roots. Forty worked-out problems are then presented. The first 6 problems
are designed to illustrate the six types of simplified equation. We number them (T1) through (T6): (T1)
for Type 1, (T2) for Type 2, etc. They are followed by 34 additional problems, which we number (1)
through (34).6
Apart from (7), the problems fall into three groups, which can be characterized by their enunciations.
We call them types [10], [M], and [D]. Type [10] problems begin “Ten: you divided it into two parts. . . ”
and then specify a relation which the parts satisfy. Type [M] problems start off “A ma¯l:” followed by
some condition on the unknown ma¯l. Problems of type [D] deal with a number of dirhams divided among
3 Problem (14). R 57/41;1, M&A 47;14.
4 Simple equations: R 6/3;16, M&A 17;5. Compound equations: R 8/5;6, M&A 18;11. a, b, and c can be any (positive)
number. In al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ they are always rational, but in Abu¯ Ka¯mil they are often irrational roots.
5 R 10/6;10, M&A 19;13.
6 See Appendix A for references to all the problems in the published texts.
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al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s time.7
Some problems in Arabic algebra books are solved by other methods, such as geometry. Thus it is
important to define precisely what is meant by an algebraic solution. Taking the canonical problems (T1)
through (T6) as our guide, a problem is solved by algebra (al-jabr wa’l-muqa¯bala) if it entails these three
basic steps:
(1) Establish an equation in terms of the algebraic numbers.8
(2) Simplify the equation to one of the six standard types.
(3) Apply the proper procedure to arrive at the answer.
2. Outline of our arguments
The words ma¯l, jidhr, and dirham were adopted into Arabic mathematics from everyday language.
The quotidian meaning of ma¯l is wealth, property, treasure, capital, sum of money, or possession.9 Jidhr
means root, stem, or base,10 while dirham was the standard denomination of silver coin. All three words
acquired different meanings in arithmetic. We show below that in type [M] enunciations ma¯l is a common
noun meaning “quantity” or “number.” It is well known that jidhr is the word for square root, and dirham
became the name of the unit which numbers count. As we are informed by al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ and later
algebraists, ma¯l and jidhr also take on technical meanings as algebraic “numbers”: jidhr (root) is the
name of an unknown quantity whose square is ma¯l.
We find that the words are used in nearly all of these senses in the worked-out problems in the books
of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, Abu¯ Ka¯mil, and Ibn Badr. Section 4 of the present study concentrates specifically on
the different uses of ma¯l. This is the first in-depth look at ma¯l in Arabic algebra which goes beyond just
one text,11 and which differentiates between its use as a common noun, in type [M] enunciations, and as
a proper noun, in algebraic solutions.
We begin Section 5 by pursuing this distinction in the larger context of the relationship between the
enunciation of a problem and its solution(s). Many different methods were available to medieval prac-
titioners to solve arithmetic problems: double and single false position, geometry, algebra, etc. Often
more than one method was used with a single enunciation, which is testimony to the independence of the
enunciation from the method(s) chosen for its solution. Enunciations, including those which ask for an
unknown ma¯l, are arithmetic questions whose language is not tied specifically to algebra.
We then examine the differences between the language of enunciations and the language of algebraic
solutions. Enunciations describe sequences of operations which yield a particular result, while equations
in algebraic solutions are temporally fixed relations. A look into the wording of the procedures for solving
7 Problem (7) is not in the Berlin manuscript, nor in any of the Latin translations [Anbouba, 1978, 67].
8 Equations are stated using the verb adala. See Section 5.2.
9 For a fuller account of its meanings in medieval times, see [EI2, Ma¯l].
10 [Wehr, 1979, 139; Gandz, 1926].
11 To our knowledge, section VI of Julius Ruska’s Zur ältesten arabischen Algebra und Rechenkunst [Ruska, 1917] is the only
prior serious study of ma¯l in algebra. He relied solely on al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s Algebra. We discuss his and others’ interpretations of
ma¯l in Section 4.6.
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names of algebraic numbers. We also use the differences in language to show that al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ and Abu¯
Ka¯mil each solve some problems without al-jabr wa’l-muqa¯bala (algebra), using a method which we call
“arithmetical reasoning.” All this leads to a discussion of the development of algebra and its vocabulary
before the time of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯.
In future articles we will investigate (1) the meanings of the words al-jabr, al-muqa¯bala, and the origin
of the phrase al-jabr wa’l-muqa¯bala, (2) the medieval interpretation of equations, and (3) the structure
of algebraic solutions. Taken together, these articles will offer a new view of the medieval conception of
algebra, and provide some insight into its formation.
3. The books and their problems
We focus on the worked-out problems in the algebra books of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, Abu¯ Ka¯mil, and Ibn
Badr. References are given here not only to the Arabic texts, but also to the known medieval translations
in Latin, Hebrew, and Italian. In addition, we make use of problems found in the Latin translation Liber
Augmenti et Diminutionis and the Kita¯b al-baya¯n of al-H
.
as
.
s
.
ar.
Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s Algebra exists in Arabic as well as in medieval Latin, Italian, and Hebrew translation.
The best known Arabic manuscript is preserved in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, and five others are
in Kabul, Berlin, Medina, and Egypt.12 Two printed editions exist of the Arabic text, based solely on
the Oxford manuscript: one by Frederick Rosen [al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, 1831], and the other by Alı¯ Mus
.
t
.
afa¯
Musharrafa and Muh
.
ammad Mursı¯ Ah
.
mad [al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, 1939].
Three medieval Latin translations survive:
• Robert of Chester made his ca. 1145. It was edited by Louis Charles Karpinski, and more recently by
Barnabas B. Hughes. We use Hughes’s edition.13
• Gerard of Cremona produced the most complete and literal of the three Latin translations ca. 1170. It
was edited by Barnabas Hughes in 1986. Jens Høyrup has argued that Gerard’s translation is closer
to the ninth-century Arabic original than the 14th-century Oxford manuscript.14
• The third Latin Algebra was edited by Wolfgang Kaunzner in 1986. Hughes believes it was done by
Guglielmo de Lunis (ca. 1250–?). The anonymous Italian translation of 1313 was made from this
Latin version.15
All of these translations contain the pedagogical part as well as the short section on the rule of three (pro-
portions), omitting mensuration and inheritance problems. In addition, a recently discovered medieval
Hebrew adaptation/translation of the Algebra is described in [Lévy, 2002].
12 Oxford: Hunt. 214/1, fols. 1–34, Uri No. 918 (1342 C.E.); Kabul: Riya¯sat al-mat
.
bu¯a¯t (s. RIMA 2/1956/19); Berlin: Staatsbi-
bliothek, Landberg 199/6, fols. 60r–95v (Ahlwardt no. 5955). Medina: two manuscripts in ¯Arif H. ikmat. Egypt: a MS at Shibin
el-Kom [Sezgin, 1974, 240, 401; DSB, al-Khwa¯rizmı¯]. See also [King, 1979, 455] for references to medieval commentaries on
al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s Algebra.
13 [Karpinski, 1915; Hughes, 1989].
14 [Hughes, 1986; Høyrup, 1998].
15 [Kaunzner, 1986; Hughes, 1989, 22ff; Franci, 2003, 26–28]. See also [Hughes, 1982] on the Latin translations. The Italian
translation is published in [Franci, 2003].
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.
ammad ibn Shuja¯ (Abu¯ Ka¯mil) wrote his Kita¯b fı¯ al-jabr wa’l-
muqa¯bala (Book of Algebra) around 900 C.E. It is the second oldest complete extant algebra book. The
only known Arabic manuscript was copied in 1253, and a facsimile edition was published in 1986. Two
medieval translations have been published. Only one manuscript of the Latin translation exists, which
may be the work of Guglielmo de Lunis. It was edited in 1993 in two separate articles by Jacques Sesiano
and Richard Lorch. Martin Levey published the fifteenth century Hebrew translation of Mordecai Finzi
together with an English translation in 1966.16
The book is divided into several parts:
(1) Algebra proper. An explanation of the rules of algebra, followed by 74 sample problems (pp. 1–133
in [Abu¯ Ka¯mil, 1986]).
(2) On the pentagon and decagon. An application of algebra to geometry (pp. 134–156).
(3) Indeterminate problems (pp. 157–189).
(4) Various problems in “recreational” mathematics (pp. 189–220).
Abu¯ Abd Alla¯h Muh
.
ammad ibn Umar ibn Badr (Ibn Badr) wrote the Kita¯b fı¯hi ikhtis
.
a¯r al-jabr wa’l-
muqa¯bala (Brief Book on Algebra) sometime after Abu¯ Ka¯mil.17 It was published together with a Spanish
translation in [Sánchez Pérez, 1916]. Basic rules of algebra are given, followed by 62 worked-out prob-
lems.
Both Abu¯ Ka¯mil and Ibn Badr follow the structure of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s book: they define the algebraic
numbers, solve the six simplified equations, and explain how to add and multiply expressions and how
to simplify roots. Then they offer dozens of worked-out problems, beginning with one for each of the
six types of equation. With one exception, all of Abu¯ Ka¯mil’s problems are of types [M], [10], or [D].
Problem (10) concerns the purchase of garments, and is similar to type [10] in structure. Ibn Badr’s first
40 problems are also of the three standard types. His last 22 problems are of various other types which
appear to have been introduced into algebra after the time of Abu¯ Ka¯mil. In some of these later problems
the word ma¯l is used to indicate a literal sum of money. These are unrelated to type [M] problems, which
specify only a numerical relationship which the ma¯l satisfies. References to the published medieval texts
for all the problems, excluding Ibn Badr’s last 22, are in Appendix A.
We also refer to problems in two books not specifically devoted to algebra. The Liber Augmenti et
Diminutionis is a Latin translation, probably from the twelfth century, of an Arabic book on practical
arithmetic. It is published in [Libri, 1838, 304–376]. The book consists of 34 linear problems worked out
primarily by double false position and algebra, but also by “working backward” and single false position.
English translations of all enunciations and explanations of the methods are found in [Hughes, 2001]. We
follow his numbering scheme: 4/3, for example, refers to chapter 4, problem 3.
The other book is the Kita¯b al-baya¯n wa’l-tadhka¯r fı¯ s
.
anat amal al-ghuba¯r (Book of Demonstration
and Recollection in the Art of Dust-Board Reckoning), written by al-H
.
as
.
s
.
a¯r. We use the earliest known
16 Arabic manuscript: MS 379, Kara Mustafa Pas¸a Collection, Beyazit Library, Istanbul. This was published as [Abu¯ Ka¯mil,
1986]. Jacques Sesiano edited the first and third parts (the “algebra proper” and indeterminate problems) of the Latin translation
in [Sesiano, 1993], and Richard Lorch edited the second part (on the pentagon and decagon) in [Lorch, 1993]. The Hebrew
translation was edited and translated into English by Martin Levey in [Levey, 1966].
17 In problem (19) Ibn Badr makes an explicit reference to Abu¯ Ka¯mil’s Algebra (IB 57/39;22). [Rosenfeld and Ihsanogˇlu,
2003, no. 587 (p. 206)], place him in the 13th c.
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.
ammad
ibn Abdallah ibn Ayya¯sh al-H
.
as
.
s
.
a¯r. Near the end of the work are some problems solved by single false
position, algebra, and double false position.18
Although our findings derive from a study of the problems in only five medieval texts, they most
likely reflect the nature of the majority of practical medieval Algebra books. Two of our books, by al-
Khwa¯rizmı¯ and Abu¯ Ka¯mil, are the oldest surviving algebras with solved problems. These were seminal
works imitated by algebraists for many centuries. It is also important to see that these two authors bor-
rowed problems and the methods of solving them from an oral tradition of algebraists, which was active
throughout the Middle Ages in the Islamic world, and later in Europe as well.19 In addition, we have con-
sulted several other medieval books which treat algebra.20 All of them are consistent with our findings.
4. The meanings of ma¯l
4.1. Two different uses of ma¯l
The word ma¯l is very often used two different ways in the same problem. Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s (T6) is an
example:
(T6) And the sixth problem is a ma¯l: you multiplied its third by its fourth, so it brought back the ma¯l with
twenty-four dirhams added to it.21 So its rule is that you make your ma¯l a thing. Then you multiply a third
thing by a fourth thing, so it yields half of a sixth ma¯l, which equals a thing and twenty-four dirhams.22
Then you multiply the half of a sixth ma¯l by twelve, so that you complete your ma¯l. And multiply the
thing by twelve to get twelve things. And multiply the twenty-four by twelve, so it becomes two hundred
eighty-eight dirhams and twelve roots equals a ma¯l. So halve the roots: it yields six. And multiply it by its
same and add it to two hundred eighty-eight, so it yields three hundred twenty-four. So take its root, which
is eighteen. So add it to half the roots, which is six, so that yields twenty-four, which is the ma¯l. So this
problem led you to one of the six types [of equation], namely “roots and number equals ma¯ls.”
Here al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ names the ma¯l of the enunciation “thing,” and “thing” squared in the solution is then
called ma¯l. So the former ma¯l takes the value 24, while the latter is its square 576. To distinguish between
the two ma¯ls in problems like this one, we call the ma¯l of the enunciation the original ma¯l, and “thing”
squared the algebraic ma¯l.
18 [al-H
.
as
.
s
.
ar, 1194]. This arithmetician is the same person as Muh
.
ammad al-H
.
as
.
s
.
a¯r #532, in [Rosenfeld and Ihsanogˇlu, 2003,
194]. Aballagh and Djebbar place him in the 12th c., since he refers to works written in the 11th c. [Aballagh and Djebbar,
1987]. For a description of the Baghdad manuscript, see [Kunitzsch, 2002/2003]. We thank Ahmed Djebbar for helping us
identify the author.
19 See in particular [Høyrup, 1990, 2001].
20 These include the Fakhrı¯, Badı¯, and Ka¯fı¯ of al-Karajı¯, the Sharh al-Urju¯za al-Yasminı¯ya of Ibn al-Ha¯im, and the Latin
translation Liber Mensurationum [Woepcke, 1853; al-Karajı¯, 1964; al-Karajı¯, 1986; Ibn al-Ha¯im, 2003; Busard, 1968]. We do
not consider the Algebras of al-Khayya¯mı¯ (Omar Khayyam) and Sharaf al-Dı¯n al-T
.
u¯sı¯, because they do not include worked-out
problems. Instead, they concentrate on solutions to simplified equations of degree 3 or less.
21 Making the ma¯l M , the operations can be expressed in modern notation as 13M · 14M → M + 24.
22 This is the equation 1 1X = x + 24.2 6
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(T4), (T6), (21), (22), (23), (25), and (26). Abu¯ Ka¯mil does it in 12 problems, and Ibn Badr names his
ma¯l “thing” in 9 problems.23 In every case “thing” is squared, bringing in the algebraic ma¯l.
4.2. In an enunciation ma¯l is a common noun
We now show that the original ma¯l is a common noun (like “man” or “quantity”), and not a proper
noun (like “Socrates” or “x”). One piece of evidence comes from problems involving two or three ma¯ls.
Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s problem (8) begins:
(8) So if he said two ma¯ls: their difference is two dirhams. You divided the smaller into the larger, so the
quotient was half a dirham. So make one of the two ma¯ls a thing, and the other a thing and two dirhams. So
when you divided a thing into a thing and two dirhams, the result from the division is half a dirham. . . 24
Ma¯l here cannot be the name of a specific quantity because there are two of them, and they are different.
This is al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s only problem that asks for two ma¯ls. Abu¯ Ka¯mil solves four problems that involve
more than one ma¯l,25 and Ibn Badr’s problem (26) involves two ma¯ls whose difference is 10 and whose
ratio is three-fourths.
Another feature that suggests that the original ma¯l is not the name of an unknown is that in some
enunciations it is modified by the adjective awwal (first, principal, earlier, former, etc; we translate it as
“original”).26 Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s problem (30), for example, begins “So if he said a ma¯l: you multiply it
by three of its roots, so it yields five times the original ma¯l.”27 There would be no need to describe it as
the “original” ma¯l if it were the name of a particular quantity. Only if it might be confused with other
ma¯ls (quantities) is the word “original” justified. By contrast, the algebraic ma¯l, as the name of “thing”
squared, is positively identified. It is never modified by descriptive adjectives.
The enunciation of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s problem (8) becomes clearer by translating ma¯l as the common
noun “quantity”: “So if he said two quantities: their difference is two dirhams. You divided the smaller
into the larger, so the quotient was half a dirham.” This agrees with Guglielmo’s Latin translation of the
problem, which begins “Item quaestio: 2 quantitas differunt 2. . . ”28
4.3. The deliberate shift from the original ma¯l to the algebraic ma¯l
To what extent were medieval algebraists aware of the nature of the difference between the original ma¯l
and the algebraic ma¯l? In many solutions Abu¯ Ka¯mil and Ibn Badr begin with an assignment statement
which names the original ma¯l the algebraic ma¯l. Abu¯ Ka¯mil’s problem (48) is an example:
23 Abu¯ Ka¯mil: problems (T6), (12), (32)–(34), (40), and (51)–(56). Ibn Badr: problems (T6), (13)–(19), and (33).
24 See Appendix B for a translation of the whole problem.
25 Problems (39), (52), (58), and (59). In (52) the two ma¯ls are stated to be the same number in the enunciation!
26 Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯: problems (15), (16), (30), and (31). Abu¯ Ka¯mil: problems (14), (49), and (51). Ibn Badr: problem (23).
27 See Appendix B for a translation of the whole problem.
28 [Kaunzner, 1986, 81, no. [12]].
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it yields ten dirhams.29 What is the ma¯l? Its rule is that you make the ma¯l a ma¯l. So you add to it four of its
roots and a root of its half and a root of its third. So it yields a ma¯l and four things and a root of half a ma¯l
and a root of two-thirds30 ma¯l, which equals ten dirhams.31 So you work it out as described to you, God
willing.
Abu¯ Ka¯mil understood fully that the original ma¯l is not the name of an unknown quantity. If it were,
there would have been no need to “rename” it ma¯l in the solution. He names the ma¯l as ma¯l in 9 prob-
lems,32 and Ibn Badr sets ma¯l equal to ma¯l in 11 problems.33 Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, on the other hand, rarely
used this kind of assignment statement, and he also solved some type [M] problems using “root” (jidhr)
instead of “thing.” Because of the possible ambiguity of the meaning of ma¯l in these problems, we will
treat them separately in Section 5.4.
Whether or not the original ma¯l is to be named “thing” (x) or ma¯l (X) depends on the problem. When
the enunciation speaks of a relation between the ma¯l and its square, ma¯l is set equal to “thing.” When
it speaks of ma¯l and its (square) root, the original ma¯l is named the algebraic ma¯l (X), making the root
of the original ma¯l “thing.” So given a simplified equation one cannot tell which of root or ma¯l is the
original ma¯l. This is the reason al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ finds the values of both root and ma¯l in his explanations of
the six types of equation, and Abu¯ Ka¯mil develops procedures for finding the algebraic ma¯l directly.
Abu¯ Ka¯mil is often more creative in his assignments. In the solution of problem (12) he names the
original ma¯l as ma¯l less twenty-four (X − 24), in problem (13) the original ma¯l less three of its roots is
named ma¯l (X), and in other problems the original ma¯l is set to some multiple of the algebraic ma¯l.34 In
problem (34) Ibn Badr deviates from standard assignments by naming the original ma¯l as the square of
the algebraic ma¯l (X2).
In several problems in the inheritance section of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s Algebra the word ma¯l is used in its
nonmathematical sense to mean the value of the estate of the deceased person. Instead of shay and its
square ma¯l, equations are presented and solved in terms of the legacy (ma¯l) and the share of an individual
(sahm or nas
.
ı¯b).35 Because the two quantities ma¯l and “share” are well defined, they can function just as
shay and the algebraic ma¯l in the pedagogical problems earlier in the book. The ma¯l of these inheritance
problems is unrelated to the two ma¯ls of type [M] problems.
4.4. What is the meaning of the original ma¯l?
Type [M] problems are nominally about money. This can be seen by the presence of the words ma¯l and
dirham. But unlike the various problem types introduced by later algebraists, which explain a series of
29 M + 4√M +
√
1
2M +
√
1
3M → 10.
30 The Latin has 23 throughout the problem. Levey’s translation from the Hebrew consistently reads
1
3 . Because the problem is
not solved, we do not know which was intended.
31 X + 4x +
√
1
2X +
√
2
3X = 10.
32 Problems (13), (45)–(51), and (58).
33 Problems (12), (20)–(25), and (29)–(32).
34 Problem (51) ma¯l → 2X, (53) ma¯l→ 13X, (54) ma¯l→ 12X, and (55) ma¯l→ 2X.
35 Problems (11)–(34), as numbered in [Gandz, 1938]. In most other problems an unknown sum of money is named shay in
the solution.
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Hence they may really be about abstract numbers. Unfortunately there is nothing in the wording of the
problems to tell us whether we should take ma¯l as a literal treasure, if it should be understood as merely
“quantity,” or if there may have been some ambiguity about its meaning.
Type [M] problems may be silent as to which meaning the original ma¯l takes, but Abu¯ Ka¯mil gives
us a clue in one of his type [10] problems. At one point in (61) he deliberately chooses the word ma¯l
to mean an abstract quantity. Making the parts of 10 P1 and P2, the enunciation poses the relation
P1 + 2√P1 = P2 − 2√P2. After solving the problem in three different ways he takes a new approach, in
which he wishes to explain this identity: given two unequal numbers x and y, if x + n√x = y − n√y,
then √y = √x + n (n = 1, 2, 3, etc.).36 He first states the identity in terms of “two different numbers”
(adadayn mukhtalifayn) and shows it by geometry. The numbers and their roots are represented by
squares and their sides, and these are manipulated to arrive at the result.37
He then shows the same relation using algebra. He writes:
(AK61) The explanation of it by the method of al-jabr is true and clear. And that is: consider two ma¯ls,
where a root of one of them is greater than a root of the other by a dirham. So if you subtracted from the
larger its root, and you added to the smaller its root, they are the same, as I mentioned to you. [So] you
make a root of one of the two ma¯ls a thing, and the other a thing and a dirham. . . 38
Up to now there had been no original ma¯l in the problem, yet the identity is stated in terms of two ma¯ls
instead of two numbers (adadayn). There can be no question that ma¯l here does not refer to a treasure
or property. The problem is about parts of 10, and the identity is solely about numbers. Nor are the “two
ma¯ls” the squares of “thing,” because they are different. Ma¯l is a common noun, and “two ma¯ls” is to
be understood as “two quantities.” Just as “dirham” was the standard word by which simple numbers
were counted in algebra, ma¯l was the word most commonly chosen in arithmetic to mean “quantity” or
“number.” We prefer to render the original ma¯l into English as “quantity,” because “number” is taken by
adad.39
Beginning algebra students may well have interpreted the original ma¯l of type [M] problems literally.
But to anyone working problem after problem, the quotidian understanding of the word would have
faded quickly. The algebraist would have seen right through the word ma¯l to understand “quantity” or
“number.”
4.5. Ma¯l as “sum of money”: the division rule
There is still another use of the word ma¯l in the worked-out problems. The “division rule,” as we call it,
states that if the result of a divided into b is c, then a, which is called the ma¯l, is b times c. Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯,
Abu¯ Ka¯mil, and Ibn Badr all explain this rule many times, in nearly every problem in which it presents
36 A 122;14, L 3204, H 198;6.
37 A 123;1, L 3219, H 198;18.
38 A 124;7, L 3259, H 200;21.
39 While this article was in proof I noted that in the book Principles of Hindu Reckoning (ed. & tr. by Martin Levey and Marvin
Petruck, Madison, 1965) Ku¯shya¯r ibn Labba¯n (ca. 1000 CE) uses ma¯l to mean “quantity” or “amount” in the context of division
and in taking the cube root of a ma¯l. See fol. 277b;8, and 15 instances on fols. 281b–282b.
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the division of 2 12x into 10 − x is 50 − 5x. He writes:
And you already knew that whenever you multiplied what remains with you from the division by the
divisor, you recovered the ma¯l, and your ma¯l is two things and a half. So multiply ten less thing by fifty
less five things, so that yields five hundred dirhams and five ma¯ls less a hundred things, which equals two
things and a half.41
The phrase “And you already knew” (or some variation) is given almost every time the rule is brought
up. Because it is not explained by al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, the rule must have been known to arithmetic students
before taking up algebra. In fact, Arabic arithmetic texts sometimes explain division in the context of
distributing a sum of money (ma¯l) among a number of men. The share of each man is the ma¯l divided
by the men. One book that uses ma¯l in the context of this model is the 10th-century scientific lexicon
composed by Muh
.
ammad ibn Ah
.
mad al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ (not our algebraist). There division is explained
through the example of a ma¯l of 20 dirhams divided by five men, so that the share of each is 4 dirhams.42
This definition appears in the chapter on arithmetic, before the author brings up algebra.
The rule to recover the ma¯l through multiplication (not stated by al-Khwa¯rizmı¯) was adapted to a
new purpose by algebraists: as a technique used to transform the operations of the enunciation into an
equation. One is tempted, also, to see in al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s explanation the origin of the type [D] problems
(divide a number of dirhams among men). These probably developed from the arithmetic of division.43
4.6. Interpretations of the original ma¯l by previous translators and historians
Robert and Gerard, the first two translators of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s Algebra (12th c.), faithfully rendered
each occurrence of ma¯l with substancia (wealth) and census (fortune, estate, property, etc.) respectively.
The Latin translator of Abu¯ Ka¯mil, too, wrote census for both the original and the algebraic ma¯l. But the
literal understanding of the word would soon give way to a more abstract interpretation. A few decades
later, Fibonacci’s chapter on algebra shows the original ma¯l not only translated literally as census and
auere, but also as numerus and quantitas in many problems.44 In Guglielmo’s Latin translation of al-
Khwa¯rizmı¯ (ca. 1300) we find multitudo and quantitas as well as census. The literal meaning was dropped
entirely in the Italian translation, where the words numero and quantità were used. Italian vernacular
books on algebra, beginning in the early fourteenth century, cast the original ma¯l as either numero (most
often) or quantità. In all of these books the algebraic ma¯l continued to be expressed as census/censo.
40 Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯: problems (5), (8), and (10). Abu¯ Ka¯mil: problems (T3), (2) (3rd solution), (18)–(20), (23) (both solutions),
(26), (31), (35), and (60). Ibn Badr: problems (T3), (4), (5), (8), and (26)–(28).
41 500 + 5X − 100x = 2 12x. R 47/34;6, M&A 42;6. The whole problem is translated in Appendix B. See also al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s
problem (8), in Appendix B, for another instance of the rule.
42
“Division is to find the share of one of [the men] in the divisor from the dividend. For example, if you divide twenty dirhams
into a group of five, then the share of one of [the men] in the divisor, which is the group, is four dirhams. And this ma¯l is the
dividend, and the men are those in the divisor. And what results from the division is the quotient” [al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, 1895, 198;3].
This book was written sometime in 976–997 C.E.
43 Abu¯ Ka¯mil’s problem (9), translated in Appendix B, is a type [D] example.
44 The enunciations can be found in [Hughes, 2004].
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noun meaning “quantity,” “number,” or “amount.” Rosen preferred to translate al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s original
ma¯l as “square,” but in several problems he felt compelled to use “number” or “quantity,” noting that it
is “square” in the original.45 Levey translated the word in Abu¯ Ka¯mil as “root,” “value,” or “amount,”
again noting that the text has “square.” Franz Woepcke, in his 1853 translation of al-Karajı¯’s al-Fakhrı¯,
understood the distinction fully. He wrote “Quant au terme ma¯l, il signifie non-seulement le carré de
l’inconnue, mais aussi une quantité en général.”46 In his translations he correctly rendered the original
ma¯l as “quantité” and the algebraic ma¯l as “carré.” Mahdi Abdeljaouad recently published the Algebra of
Ibn al-Ha¯im (1352–1412). In it he explains “Dans les énoncés de problèmes numérique (comme ceux
de type diophantien), le terme ma¯l veut dire ‘un nombre quelconque’.”47
This is in contrast to two other interpretations that have persisted over the years. Guillaume Libri saw
the original ma¯l (in his case the Latin census) as identical with the algebraic ma¯l, and so transcribed every
occurrence of the word in his 1838 edition of the Liber Augmenti et Diminutionis as x2. Three years later
Michel Chasles corrected Libri: “M. Libri a donné à ce mot une signification algébrique, et l’a traduit par
x2; tandis qu’il ne doit avoir ici que sa signification commune, bien, avoir, richesse, somme d’argent.”48
He defended his point by noting that in an algebraic solution to such a problem, the census is named res
(“thing”).
Like Chasles, Julius Ruska proposed a literal understanding of the word in his 1917 book Zur ältesten
arabischen Algebra und Rechenkunst. He worked only with al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s Algebra, and he presumed
that algebra originated with solutions to inheritance problems. He thus saw ma¯l as the name originally
chosen to represent an unknown quantity of money in problems relating to the division of estates. The
step that made this individualized algebra truly universal was the later replacement of ma¯l with the more
general word shay (thing). This allowed the methods to be used on problems unrelated to finance.49
Ruska’s arguments are understandable. As we noted above, ma¯l does function as the name of an
unknown in many inheritance problems. But he did not see that the original ma¯l (quantity) of type [M]
problems is not the name of an unknown the way its homonym is. The ma¯l of inheritance problems is the
legacy. The original ma¯l of a type [M] problem is a quantity, which begs to be named.
5. Enunciations, equations, and the prehistory of algebra
5.1. Enunciations and the method of solution
We now turn our attention to the relationship between the enunciation and the solution in Arabic
arithmetic. Algebra was just one method available to medieval mathematicians for working out prob-
lems. Others were single and double false position, geometry, and “working backwards.” Even in books
specifically devoted to algebra one often finds two solutions to a single enunciation by different methods.
Abu¯ Ka¯mil, for one, gives multiple solutions to many problems. For example, he solves problem (T6)
by both algebra and geometry. The enunciation reads “A ma¯l: you add to it eight dirhams. Then you
45 Problems (8), (15), (22), (23), (25), and (27).
46 [Woepcke, 1853, 48].
47 [Ibn al-Ha¯im, 2003, 13].
48 [Chasles, 1841, 509 (his italics)]. See also Note I, pp. 617–618, where he explains himself more fully.
49 [Ruska, 1917, 56]. See pp. 47–61 for his full discussion of shay and ma¯l.
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by algebra, begins “Its rule is that you make the ma¯l a thing,” and the equation “a ma¯l equals thirty-two
dirhams and four things”51 is created and solved. The second solution is by geometry. It begins “We
make the ma¯l line AB .”52 A diagram is created, and the length of AB is worked out geometrically. He
also solves six type [10] problems and four type [D] problems by both algebra and geometry.53 The
presence of two different solutions shows that the language of these enunciations does not determine
which method should be used for the solution.
The Liber Augmenti et Diminutionis also offers many problems solved by two methods. The type
[M] problems in this book are 1/1 through 1/12 and 9/2. Problem 1/1 receives solutions by double false
position and single false position. Five type [M] problems are solved first by double false position, and
then by algebra.54 Problem 9/2 is worked out only by single false position. The remaining type [M]
problems are solved only by algebra. Problem 1/9 is translated in Appendix B.
Al-H
.
as
.
s
.
ar’s arithmetic book includes some type [M] problems solved by three methods: single false
position, algebra (al-jabr), and double false position.55 Other type [M] problems in this book are solved
only by single false position.
Enunciations of all three types [10], [M], and [D] are method-independent. In particular, type [M]
problems are solved by five different methods in the books we surveyed: algebra, geometry, double
false position, single false position, and (as we shall see in Section 5.4) “arithmetical reasoning.” This
conforms nicely with our claim that the original ma¯l is a common noun applicable to all of arithmetic,
and not an algebraic name.
5.2. The wording of enunciations and equations
A closer look into the differences between the language of enunciations and the language used in ex-
pressing equations in algebraic solutions will lead us to see why the words ma¯l and jidhr were chosen for
two of the three kinds of algebraic “number.” In the following analysis we disregard the few potentially
ambiguous solutions in al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ and Abu¯ Ka¯mil where “thing” is not used. Our findings here will
give us a model which we can use to examine those solutions in Section 5.4.
Enunciations nearly always outline a sequence of steps to be performed (most often by the reader)
with regard to the unknown ma¯l or parts or men, while algebraic solutions exhibit statements regarding
“thing” which are temporally fixed relations, or true equations. In enunciations this sequencing is clearest
in more complex problems, such as al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s (5):
(5) So if he said ten: you divided it into two parts, and you multiplied one of the two parts by five, and
you divided it into the other [part]. Then you took away half of what you got and you added it to the [part]
multiplied by five, so it yielded fifty dirhams.56
50 (M + 8) · 4 → M2.
51 X = 32 + 4x. Ma¯l here is of course the algebraic ma¯l. A 48;4, L 1204, H 90.
52 A 48;19, L 1220, H 92.
53 Type [10]: problems (T1)–(T5), (10). Type [D]: problems (4)–(7).
54 Problems 1/2, 1/4, and 1/7–1/9.
55 [al-H
.
as
.
s
.
ar, 1194, fols. 72r;6, 72v;14, and 84r;12]. The problem beginning at 74v;4 is solved by single false position and
algebra.
56 Making the parts of 10 P1 and P2, this is P1·5 1 + P1 · 5 → 50. See Appendix B for a translation of the whole problem.P2 2
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equation is stated as “five hundred dirhams and five ma¯ls less a hundred things equals two things and a
half.”57 No longer do we have the reader performing mathematical operations in a particular order, but
we are faced with a fixed, autonomous relation. The verb used here, “to equal” (adala), is the only word
used in stating equations in the Arabic works we studied. adala is used only rarely outside the context
of equations. Al-Khayya¯mı¯, in fact, singles out adala in his brief characterization of algebra: “Algebraic
solutions are accomplished by equating (mua¯dala); that is to say, by the well-known method of equating
these degrees [i.e., dirhams, things/roots, ma¯ls, and cubes] with one another.”58
Another difference between enunciations and equations lies with the treatment of the word jidhr (root).
Like ma¯l, it takes on more than one role. In Arabic arithmetic it is the word for square root. This is its
meaning in enunciations, where we encounter phrases such as “the [square] root of the ma¯l.” For example,
al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s problem (33) begins “So if he said a ma¯l: you subtracted its root and you added to its
root a root of what remains. So it yielded two dirhams.”59 But as we learned in the beginning of al-
Khwa¯rizmı¯’s book, jidhr is also one of the three kinds of algebraic number. In this capacity it functions
as a synonym of shay (“thing”), the name of an unknown whose square is the algebraic ma¯l. It is used
in equations such as “twenty-four and a ma¯l equals ten roots.”60 As “square root,” jidhr is accompanied
by a prepositional phrase such as “of the ma¯l,” while as the name of an unknown it stands on its own.
All these differences are evident in al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s problem (20). Compare the enunciation with the
equation which starts off the solution:
(20) So if he said a ma¯l: you add to it twenty dirhams, so it yields twelve of its roots. So its rule is that
you say a ma¯l and twenty dirhams equals twelve roots. So halve the roots and multiply it by its same. It
yields thirty-six. So subtract from it the twenty dirhams, and take the root of what remains. So subtract it
from half the roots, which is six. So what remains is the root of the ma¯l, which is two dirhams, and the ma¯l
is four.
5.3. The procedures for solving equations of types 4–6
In the beginning of their books, immediately after introducing the algebraic numbers, al-Khwa¯rizmı¯
and Abu¯ Ka¯mil state the six types of simplified equation. Each equation is solved through specific exam-
ples. Algebra students will not have seen equations before, so both authors explain the first few composite
equations by reverting to the language of enunciations. For instance, the third example for al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s
type 4 starts: “And likewise if he said: a half ma¯l and five roots equals twenty-eight dirhams. So that
means: what ma¯l, if you added to its half five of its roots, amounted to twenty-eight dirhams?”61 He first
states the algebraic equation to be solved: 12X + 5x = 28. Then, to explain the wording, he translates
the equation back into the arithmetical language of an enunciation. “What ma¯l. . .” can be read as “what
quantity. . . .” Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ gives both versions for the three examples of type (4) and the one exam-
57 500 + 5X − 100x = 2 12x. R 47/34;9, M&A 42;8.58 Translation adapted from [Kasir, 1931, 48]. Arabic [Woepcke, 1851, 5;6].
59 √M +
√
M − √M → 2. See also the enunciation to Abu¯ Ka¯mil’s problem (14), translated in Appendix B.
60 24 + X = 10x. R 45/33;5, M&A 41;8.
61 R 10/6;10, M&A 19;13. Musharrafa and Ah
.
mad’s edition reads “five of its roots.” But Rosen’s text and the three Latin
translations have “five roots,” which agrees with Abu¯ Ka¯mil’s phrasing (p. 9;6).
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phrasing, so only the algebraic equation is stated.
Abu¯ Ka¯mil gives both versions for the same examples as al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, and also for his type 1 equa-
tion: “A ma¯l equals five roots, and the meaning of this is that the ma¯l is the same as five of its roots.”63
The second example of type 4 is given as follows: “Two ma¯ls and ten roots equals forty-eight dirhams.
And its meaning is: what two ma¯ls, if [they were] summed, and ten roots of one of them were added to
them, amounted to forty-eight?”64
We can draw two conclusions from these explanations. First, when the procedures were first for-
mulated, before the time of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, the terms ma¯l and “root” were borrowed from pre-existing
type [M] problems as the names of two of the three algebraic numbers. This means that these early
problems were originally solved by other methods, such as false position or (as we shall see in the next
section) arithmetical reasoning. Second, students in al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s and Abu¯ Ka¯mil’s time had already
worked out type [M] problems using other methods prior to reaching algebra. Our two algebraists take
advantage of this familiarity to explain the wording of algebraic equations. The statement of the equation
is followed by the familiar, enunciation-style version. Ibn Badr, writing at a later time, gives only the
algebraic equations.
5.4. “Arithmetical reasoning” in al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ and Abu¯ Ka¯mil
We now consider al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s type [M] problems, which are solved without introducing “thing.”
In these 16 problems, (11)–(20) and (29)–(34), the words ma¯l and (usually) “root” are employed in both
the enunciation and the solution. There is a problem in knowing if the two words switch to their algebraic
meanings, or if they maintain their status as “quantity” and “square root” through the solution. We show
in this section that some of these problems are solved algebraically, while others are worked out by a
method we call “arithmetical reasoning.”
It would have been helpful for us if al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ gave assignment statements in the beginning of
his solutions. Ibn Badr, for example, begins the solution to problem (16) with “The rule for this is that
you make your ma¯l a thing.” This assignment statement is an explicit naming of the ma¯l as “thing.” In
al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s problem (22) (translated in Appendix B) the solution begins “Its rule is that you multi-
ply a third thing by a fourth thing. . . .” He passes from ma¯l to “thing” implicitly, without any assignment
statement. This is one difference between al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ and his successors Abu¯ Ka¯mil and Ibn Badr. The
latter two nearly always name their unknowns explicitly. But out of nine type [M] problems whose solu-
tions do use “thing,” al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ makes the assignment explicit at most twice.65 So the absence of as-
signment statements in the 16 ambiguous problems does not help us determine the meanings of the terms.
62 The three examples of type 4 are X + 10x = 39 (R 8/5;9, M&A 18;13), 2X + 10x = 48 (R 9/5;18, M&A 19;5), and
1
2X + 5x = 28 (R 10/6;10, M&A 19;13). The type 5 example is X + 21 = 10x (R 11/7;3, M& A 20;5).
63 A 5;4, L 14, H 28.
64 A 8;6, L 87, H 32.
65 In the Arabic text it is given explicitly in problems (T6) and (8), and implicitly in (T4), (21), (22), (23), (25), (26), and (27).
Gerard concurs with all but (T6), where the assignment is implicit. Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ names his unknown explicitly in six out of
twelve type [10] problems: (T1), (T2), (T3), (T5), (1), (5), and (10) (Gerard makes the assignment implicitly in (T5)) and in
both type [D] problems.
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(31):
(17) So if he said a ma¯l: you multiply four of its roots by three of its roots, so it brings back the ma¯l with
forty-four dirhams added to it.66 So its rule is that you multiply four roots by three roots, so it yields twelve
ma¯ls, which equals a ma¯l and forty-four dirhams. So take away from the twelve ma¯ls a ma¯l by a ma¯l,67 so
there remain eleven ma¯ls, which equal forty-four dirhams. So divide it into it to get four, which is the ma¯l.
(31) So if he said a ma¯l: you take away its third, then you multiply the remainder by three roots of the
ma¯l, so it brings back the original ma¯l.68 So its rule is that if you multiplied the whole original ma¯l, before
you take away its third, by three of its roots, it yielded a ma¯l and a half, since two-thirds of it by three of its
roots is a ma¯l. So its whole by three of its roots is a ma¯l and a half, and its whole by one root is half a ma¯l.
So a root of the ma¯l is a half, and the ma¯l is a quarter. So two-thirds of the ma¯l is a sixth, and three roots of
the ma¯l are a dirham and a half. So whenever you multiplied a sixth by a dirham and a half, it resulted in a
fourth, which is the ma¯l.
Notice the treatment of the word ma¯l in these two problems. In the solution to (31) al-Khwa¯rizmı¯
modifies ma¯l with adjectives like “whole” (kulluhu) and “original” (awwal) in order to distinguish the
original ma¯l (quantity) from other ma¯ls (quantities). By contrast, in the solution to problem (17) ma¯l is
not accompanied by descriptive adjectives. “Twelve ma¯ls” stands on its own because ma¯l is the name of
root (= “thing”) multiplied by itself.
In the solution to (31) “root” is expressed repeatedly as the root of the ma¯l. He writes “three of its
roots,” “a root of the ma¯l,” etc. In this problem the word means “square root.” But in (17) “root” is used
independently. Instead of “three roots of the ma¯l” we find solely “three roots.” “Root” here is the name
given to the unknown square root of the original ma¯l.
Last, adala (to equal) is used in stating equations in problem (17), but it is absent in (31).
The methods of these two problems are fundamentally different. While the solution to (17) unfolds in a
manner consistent with the bulk of other solutions with “thing,” al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ preserves the arithmetical
language of the enunciation in (31), manipulating the operations in successive steps until the answer is
found. We give this method the name “arithmetical reasoning.”69 Here is how we have broken down al-
Khwa¯rizmı¯’s 16 ambiguous type [M] problems: (11), (17)–(20), and (33) are solved by algebra, with the
original ma¯l being implicitly named the algebraic ma¯l, and (12)–(16), (29)–(32), and (34) are solved by
arithmetical reasoning.
Problem (31) was also solved by Abu¯ Ka¯mil (problem (14)) and Ibn Badr (problem (23)). Both are
translated in Appendix B. Abu¯ Ka¯mil solves it by arithmetical reasoning. This is followed in the margin
of the Arabic manuscript with Abu¯ Yu¯suf’s algebraic solution. Ibn Badr offers one solution, by algebra.
66 4
√
M · 3√M → M + 44.
67 Arabic algebraists subtract a smaller quantity “from” (min) a larger one. When the quantities are the same, they subtract one
“by” (bi) the other. In this instance al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ has 12X = X + 44. He singles out one of the 12 Xs and subtracts it “by” the
X on the other side of the equation to get 11X = 44.
68 (M − 13M) · 3
√
M → M . In the solution these operations are manipulated into M · 3√M → 1 12M , then M ·
√
M → 12M ,
to get that
√
M is a half.
69 Jens Høyrup has also identified this method, which he calls “rhetorical reduction” [Høyrup, 1987, 292].
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solve some problems using cubic and higher degree equations, al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ works only with quadratic
and linear equations. This may be the reason he chose to solve this problem by arithmetical reason-
ing. He also avoids algebra in (16) and (30),70 the other two problems which would give rise to cubic
equations.
Another reason for choosing arithmetical reasoning is brevity. Some problems are so simple that it
would be too much trouble to name an unknown quantity “thing,” create an equation, and solve it. Al-
Khwa¯rizmı¯’s problem (15) is an example:
(15) So if he said a ma¯l: you multiply it by four times its same, so it brings back a third of the original
ma¯l.71 So its rule is that if you multiplied it by twelve of them, it brought back the ma¯l, which is half of a
sixth.72
The sentence in the solution is clearly not an equation. Compare this with the short algebraic solution to
problem (22), translated in Appendix B.
Five of Abu¯ Ka¯mil’s problems contain solutions worked out by arithmetical reasoning.73 In these
solutions “thing” does not make an appearance, and each follows the pattern of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s (31).
Problem (9), translated in Appendix B, is noteworthy because it is solved twice by arithmetical reasoning,
and a third time with algebra. Also, it is of type [D], so it is free of the troublesome words ma¯l and root.
All of Ibn Badr’s solutions are by algebra.
5.5. A speculative history of early algebra
We have now collected enough information to propose a reconstruction of the general development of
algebra prior to the ninth century. Ma¯l may be a loan word from some other language, possibly Sanskrit or
Greek. Julius Ruska noted the possible association of ma¯l with the Indian dha¯nam,74 and Jens Høyrup has
suggested that it may be related to the Greek the¯saurós, used in a papyrus from early medieval Egypt.75
Keep in mind that much of what we describe here may have taken place before the arithmetical methods
were adopted into Arabic.
We have shown that there are three stages to the meanings of the word ma¯l in arithmetic: “treasure,”
“quantity,” and the square of “thing.” When it was first used in the enunciations of arithmetic problems,
ma¯l must have been understood as a literal treasure. Students have an easier time understanding a problem
if it is posed in terms of something tangible, like money. We see this also in the model for division, where
a ma¯l is divided among a number of men. Naturally, the unit in which this treasure was calculated was
a denomination of coin in circulation at the time. In ninth-century Bagdad this coin was the ubiquitous
silver dirham.
70 Problem (30) is translated in Appendix B.
71 M · 4M → 13M .
72 R 54/39;1, M&A 46;5.
73 Problem (9) (type [D]) and problems (14)–(17) (type [M]). Problem (9) is also solved by algebra. In the margins of the MS
we also find algebraic solutions to (14) and (15), attributed to Abu¯ Yu¯suf. Problems (9) and (14) are translated in Appendix B.
74 [Ruska, 1917, 60].
75 Problems 13 and 17 from the Papyrus Akhmîm, ed., trans. Baillet 1892, pp. 70, 72. See [Høyrup, 1990, 39].
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of finance is the presence of the words ma¯l and dirham. There are no men, no shares, and no transactions.
This link to money would be overlooked very soon by anyone working problem after problem. Whether
by intent or not, ma¯l became the preferred word for “quantity” in Arabic arithmetic, and dirham became
the unit.
The “traditional” method for type [M] problems appears to have been arithmetical reasoning. The
problems solved by this method in al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ and Abu¯ Ka¯mil are all of type [M], with the sole
exception of Abu¯ Ka¯mil’s (9). The method can even be found within algebraic solutions to problems with
complex enunciations, such as al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s (5) (translated in Appendix B). Arithmetical reasoning is
used to manipulate the operations in the beginning of the solution in order to establish an equation.
In many problems involving the root of the ma¯l, arithmetical reasoning can lead to the solution. But
in some, such as “a ma¯l: you add to it twenty dirhams, so it yields twelve of its roots,” no elementary
technique works. How were problems like this first solved, and how did it all lead to ma¯l becoming the
name of “thing” squared? We attempt now to fill in some of the details of the move from the original ma¯l
to the algebraic ma¯l by reconstructing the formation of the procedures for solving the three compound
equations (types 4–6).
We need to make two warranted assumptions. First, that the solutions to quadratic type [M] problems
were originally solved without naming an unknown “thing” (shay). If, instead, shay were used, then the
procedures would have been formulated with reference to a simplified equation stated in terms of shay
and its square. These terms, and not root and ma¯l, would have been chosen to explain the rules.
Second, this “shay method” (naming an unknown shay and simplifying the resulting equation) was
developed outside the context of quadratic type [M] problems. Consider the alternative: if the shay
method emerged from the quadratic solutions, then we would expect to find “root” in place of “thing”
as the name of the basic unknown. The fact that both words appear in solutions to problems which
use the procedures for equations of types 4–6 is testimony to the merging of two distinct methods. One
consequence of this assumption is that all equations involving shay were originally linear, so there would
have been no special word for “thing” multiplied by itself.
After possibly some adjustment of the operations of the enunciation by arithmetical reasoning,
quadratic type [M] problems were most likely originally solved by geometry.76 Areas and segments
would have been manipulated much like the Babylonians’ “geometric algebra.” Abu¯ Ka¯mil’s solutions
by geometry are examples of this kind of reasoning, and they may in fact descend from the methods
which led to the three compound procedures.
When quadratic problems were first attempted using “thing,” a simplified equation like “{thing
squared} and ten things equals thirty-nine dirhams” needed to be identified with “a ma¯l: you add to it
ten of its roots, so it yields thirty-nine dirhams.” By this association ma¯l became the algebraic name of
the square of “thing” (there had been no name previously), while “thing” and “root” became nearly
synonymous. Also, it was found that all compound quadratic equations simplified to three standard
types—al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s 4–6. An understanding of geometry was no longer necessary to solve quadratic
problems, as all that was needed to finish a problem was the right numerical recipe. The procedures
were then created, still expressed by the terms root and ma¯l. The three compound procedures we possess
76 The word jidhr (root) comes from subscientific Indian geometry. See [Gandz, 1926; Høyrup, 2001, 124].
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algebra.
One might wonder, then, at the geometric proofs of the procedures given by al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ and some
later writers. The majority of truly practical books on algebra written in the Islamic Middle Ages, such
as Ibn Badr’s Algebra, do not contain the geometric demonstrations. Also, the placement of the demon-
strations within al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s book make them appear to be additions to the standard exposition.77
What we see in al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ is a re-introduction of the geometric solutions as a way to justify the
procedures.78
So two main developments shaped the algebra which we see in al-Khwa¯rizmı¯. These are (1) the devel-
opment of “completing the square” methods for quadratic problems, and (2) the naming of an unknown
as “thing” and the methods of simplifying the resulting equation. Development (1) came about within the
tradition which cultivated the type [M] problems. Jens Høyrup suggests that (2) was developed by the
practitioners responsible for the type [10] problems, and that these two groups later merged.79 This is a
reasonable guess. With two parts of 10, it simplifies the problem greatly to name them in terms of only
one unknown: thing and ten less thing.
6. Concluding remarks
We have shown that the Arabic word ma¯l, meaning “treasure” or “property,” was adopted by arithmeti-
cians in different ways. In the “division rule” it preserves its quotidian meaning, while in the enunciation
of problems it is a common noun meaning “quantity” or “number.” When algebra was first developed,
ma¯l was appropriated from these enunciations to take on a new role as one of the three algebraic “num-
bers,” thus being the name of an unknown quantity. All three meanings are present in the worked-out
problems of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, Abu¯ Ka¯mil, and Ibn Badr.
Recognizing these distinctions allows us to see that the enunciations of Arabic arithmetic problems,
in particular those of type [M], are simply questions about numbers. What method should be used for the
solution is the choice of the student. By taking a close look at the wording of the procedures for solving
the three compound equations, we were then able to offer a speculative reconstruction of the development
of algebra before the time of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯.
Like Høyrup, we find that the algebra of the ninth century is the result of the uniting of two ideas: the
naming of an unknown as “thing,” which allows the creation of equations and the rules for simplifying
them, and the procedures for solving simplified quadratic equations. Individually these techniques have
limited effectiveness, but combined they become a tool by which any linear or quadratic problem can
be resolved in a systematic manner. This double technique proved so powerful that in its subscientific
form it remained virtually unchanged for over seven hundred years, in Arabic, Latin, Italian, and other
medieval languages.
77 See [Høyrup, 1986, 473ff] for further arguments.
78 He may be responsible for this innovation, or the demonstrations may have made their way into oral algebra before his time.
79 [Høyrup, 2001, 119–121]. He writes “al-jabr technique” to mean the solution of simplified equations by the procedures for
the compound equations (types 4–6).
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Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯. Numbering of problems: Ox = Oxford Arabic text; GC = Gerard of Cremona; RC =
Robert of Chester; GL = Guglielmo de Lunis. Gerard put many problems in an appendix. We number
these A1, A2, etc.
References: Rosen 35/25;8 is [al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, 1831], English translation p. 35, Arabic p. 25 line 8.
M&A 34;19 is [al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, 1939], p. 34 line 19.
Ox GC RC GL Rosen M&A Ox GC RC GL Rosen M&A
T1 T1 T1 T1 35/25;8 34;19 15 A6 54/39;1 46;5
T2 T2 T2 T2 36/26;4 35;9 16 A7 6 54/39;4 46;6
T3 T3 T3 T3 37/26;18 36;4 17 A8 7 55/39;7 46;8
T4 T4 T4 T4 38/27;10 36;12 18 9 8 8 55/39;13 46;13
T5 T5 T5 T5 39/28;7 37;8 19 A9 9 56/40;1 46;17
T6 T6 T6 T6 40/29;6 38;4 20 A10 56/40;8 47;5
1 1 1 1 41/30;2 38;14 21 10 10 9 56/40;14 47;9
2 2 2 2 42/30;15 39;8 22 A11 11 58/41;10 48;3
3 3 3 3 43/31;6 39;14 23 A12 58/41;14 48;5
4 4 4 44/32;6 40;10 24 11 12 59/42;8 48;14
5 5 5 46/33;14 41;15 25 A13 60/42;16 49;5
6 6/A1 4 47/34;17 42;13 26 A14 13 62/44;19 50;16
7 (later addition) 48/35;8 43;3 27 A15 62/45;5 51;4
8 7 5 6 50/36;8 44;4 28 12 14 63/45;11 51;8
9 A2 10 51/36;17 44;11 29 A21 64/46;8 52;2
10 8 7 51/37;3 44;14 30 A16 65/46;14 52;8
11 A3 52/38;1 45;10 31 A17 65/46;18 52;10
12 53/38;10 45;16 32 A18 15 66/47;7 52;15
13 A4 53/38;16 46;2 33 A19 66/47;12 52;19
14 A5 54/38;18 46;3 34 A20 16 67/48;1 53;6
Abu¯ Ka¯mil. Arabic: 42;16 is [Abu¯ Ka¯mil, 1986], p. 42 line 16 (folio na = page 2n − 1, folio nb =
page 2n). Latin: 1063 is [Sesiano, 1993], line 1063. Hebrew: 1:82 is [Levey, 1966], [No. 1], p. 82.
Problem Ar. Lat. Heb. Problem Ar. Lat. Heb. Problem Ar. Lat. Heb.
T1 42;16 1063 1:82 20 72;19 1933 26:128 45 94;14 2624 46:160
T2 43;19 1088 2:84 21 73;9 1949 27:130 46 95;3 2636 47:160
T3 44;17 1111 3:86 22 73;18 1965 28:130 47 95;7 2642 48:160
T4 45;9 1127 4:86 23 74;10 1983 29:132 48 95;16 2656 49:162
T5 46;17 1170 5:88 24 75;19 2031 30:134 49 95;20 2662 50:162
T6 48;1 1199 6:90 25 76;6 2047 31:134 50 96;4 2668 51:162
1 49;12 1236 7:92 26 77;20 2093 32:138 51 96;10 2678 52:162
2 50;10 1268 8:94 27 79;5 2127 33:138 52 98;3 2730 53:166
3 56;1 1441 9:102 28 80;4 2167 34:140 53 98;16 2747 54:166
4 57;9 1486 10:104 29 81;13 2211 35:142 54 100;16 55:170
(continued on next page)
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5 58;22 1535 11:108 30 82;6 2230 36:144 55 103;17 56:174
6 60;16 1581 12:110 31 82;18 2245 56 107;1 2785 57:178
7 62;10 1629 13:112 32 83;14 2269 57 111;8 2867 58:182
8 64;15 1685 14:116 33 83;18 2276 58 112;7 2890 59:184
9 65;15 1714 15:116 34 84;4 2287 59 113;9 2920 60:184
10 66;12 1741 16:118 35 84;13 2299 60 114;11 2954 61:186
11 68;5 1790 17:120 36 85;6 2324 37:144 61 119;6 3104 62:192
12 68;20 1809 18:122 37 86;10 2359 38:146 62 125;6 3290 63:202
13 69;12 1832 19:122 38 86;20 2373 39:148 63 126;18 3345 64:204
14 71;8 1884 20:124 39 87;6 2382 40:148 64 131;1 3478 65:210
15 71;12 1890 21:126 40 87;18 2399 41:148 65 131;15 3499 66:212
16 71;15 1895 22:126 41 88;11 2426 42:150 66 132;13 3527 67:212
17 71;18 1899 23:126 42 91;15 2526 43:154 67 132;16 3531 68:214
18 72;3 1908 24:128 43 92;2 2541 44:156 68 133;10 3548 69:214
19 72;11 1921 25:128 44 92;9 2551 45:156
Ibn Badr’s first 40 problems. Page 26/19 means [Sánchez Pérez, 1916], page 26 of the Spanish trans-
lation and page 19 of the Arabic text.
Problem Page Problem Page Problem Page Problem Page
T1 26/19 5 37/27 15 51/36 25 63/43
T2 27/20 6 39/28 16 52/36 26 65/44
T3 28/21 7 41/29 17 53/37 27 66/44
T4 29/21 8 43/30 18 54/37 28 67/45
T5 30/22 9 44/31 19 55/38 29 72/47
T6 31/23 10 46/33 20 59/40 30 74/48
1 32/24 11 47/33 21 59/41 31 75/49
2 33/24 12 48/34 22 60/41 32 76/49
3 34/25 13 49/35 23 61/42 33 77/50
4 36/26 14 50/35 24 62/42 34 77/50
Appendix B. Full translations of problems quoted in the article
Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, problem (5)
So if he said ten: you divided it into two parts and you multiplied one of the two parts by five, and you
divided it into the other [part]. Then you took away half of what you got and you added it to the [part] multi-
plied by five, so it yielded fifty dirhams.80 So the rule for this is that you take a thing from the ten, then you
multiply it by five. So it yields five things divided into the remainder from the ten, which is ten less thing, of
80 P1 + P2 = 10; P1·5 1 + P1 · 5 → 50.P2 2
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of what resulted, it is [the same] as dividing half of the five things into the ten less thing. So if you took half
of the five things it became two things and a half, which is what you want to divide into ten less thing. The
result equals fifty less five things, since he said: you add to it one of the two parts multiplied by five, so all
that yields fifty. And you have already learned that whenever you multiplied what remains with you from
the division by the divisor, you recovered the ma¯l, and your ma¯l is two things and a half. So multiply ten
less thing by fifty less five things, so that yields five hundred dirhams and five ma¯ls less a hundred things,
which equals two things and a half. So return this to one ma¯l. So that yields a hundred dirhams and a ma¯l
less twenty things equals half a thing. So restore the hundred and add the twenty things to the half thing.
So you get a hundred dirhams and a ma¯l equals twenty things and a half thing. So halve the things and
multiply it by its same, and subtract from it the hundred, and take [the] root of what remained, and subtract
it from half the roots, which is ten and a quarter. So there remains eight, which is one of the two parts.
Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, problem (8)
So if he said two ma¯ls: their difference is two dirhams. You divided the smaller into the larger, so the
quotient was half a dirham.81 So make one of the two ma¯ls a thing, and the other a thing and two dirhams.
So when you divided a thing into a thing and two dirhams, the result from the division is half a dirham. And
you already knew that whenever you multiplied your result from the division by the divisor, you recovered
your ma¯l that you divided, which is a thing. So say [you multiply] a thing and two dirhams by the half
which is the quotient. So it yields half a thing and a dirham, which equals a thing. So you took away a half
thing by a half thing, and there remained a dirham, which equals a half thing. So double it: it yields the
thing equals two dirhams, and the other is four.
Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, problem (22)
So if he said a ma¯l: you multiply its third by its fourth, so it brings back the ma¯l.82 Its rule is that you
multiply a third thing by a fourth thing. So it yields half of a sixth ma¯l, which equals a thing. So the ma¯l
equals twelve things, [so the desired ma¯l] is the root of a hundred and forty-four.
Al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, problem (30)
So if he said a ma¯l: you multiply it by three of its roots. So it yields five times the original ma¯l.83 So as if
he said a ma¯l: you multiplied it by its root, so it yielded the same as the original ma¯l and two-thirds of it.
So the root of the ma¯l is a dirham and two thirds, and the ma¯l is two dirhams and seven ninths.
Abu¯ Ka¯mil, problem (9)
So if he said to you: you divided ten dirhams into [a number of] men so each one got something. Then
you added to them six men. Then you divided forty dirhams into them so each got what the original [men]
got.84
81 M2 − M1 = 2; M1M2 →
1
2 .
82 ( 13M)(
1
4M) → M .
83 M · 3√M → 5M .
84 Making the number of original men n, this is 10 = 40 .n n+6
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the original and the latter men. And you divide what is gathered from the multiplication into the difference
between the two numbers, which are the dividends, so what results is the original men. So multiply the
smaller number, the dividend, which is ten, by the difference between the original and the latter men,
which is six, so it yields sixty. So you divide it into the difference between the two numbers, the dividends,
which is thirty. So it results in two, which is the [number of] original men.
And if you wish, divide the difference between the two numbers, the dividends, which is thirty, into
the difference between the original and the latter men, which is six. So it results in five. So you divide it
into the smaller number, the dividend, which is ten. So it results in two, which are the original men. The
explanation of this problem is clear.
And there is another method, which is that you already knew that [the ratio of] the amount of the original
men to the latter men [n : n + 6] is as to amount the original men get to which the latter men get [10 : 40].
And we knew that the amount of the original men is ten and the amount of the latter men is forty, and that
the amount ten from the forty is a quarter. So the original men is a quarter of the latter men. So make the
original men a thing. So the latter men is a thing and six. And we knew that a thing equals a quarter of a
thing and six. So you take a quarter of a thing and six. So it yields a quarter thing and a dirham and a half,
which equals a thing. So subtract a quarter thing from a thing, so there remains three quarters thing, which
equals one and a half. So the thing is two, and they are the original men.
Abu¯ Ka¯mil, problem (14)
So if he said to you a ma¯l: you subtract from it its third, then you multiply what remains by three roots of
the original ma¯l, so it brings back the original ma¯l.85 So you already knew that if you subtracted from the
ma¯l its third, that which remains is its two-thirds, and that the two-thirds multiplied by a dirham and a half
brings back the ma¯l to what it was originally. So the dirham and a half is three roots of the ma¯l, so a root
of the ma¯l is a half, and the ma¯l is a quarter.
Abu¯ Yu¯suf said: and if you wish, work it out in this other direction, which is that you make the ma¯l a
thing. So you subtract from it its third, so there remains two-thirds thing. So multiply it by three roots of
the thing, which is a root of nine things. So it yields a root of four cubes, which equals a thing. So multiply
thing by its same, which yields a ma¯l, and multiply a root of four cubes by its same. This yields four cubes
equals a ma¯l. So divide everything you have into a ma¯l, so it results for you in four things equals a dirham.
So the thing equals a quarter of a dirham.
Abu¯ Yu¯suf’s solution is penned in the margin of the Arabic MS. It is not found in the Latin or Hebrew
MSS. Possibilities for this mathematician are: Abu¯ Yu¯suf al-Mis
.
s
.
ı¯s
.
ı¯, 1st half of 4th/10th c. [Sezgin,
1974, 297], and Abu¯ Yu¯suf Ah
.
mad ibn al-H
.
asan, 14th c. [Rosenfeld and Ihsanogˇlu, 2003, 257, #755].
This latter mathematician may be the same as [Rosenfeld and Ihsanogˇlu, 2003, 257, #038].
Ibn Badr, problem (23)
If he said to you a ma¯l: you subtract its third, then you multiply what remains by three roots of the original
ma¯l. So you get back the original ma¯l.86 Its rule is that you make your ma¯l a ma¯l, then you take away
its third. There remains for you two-thirds of the ma¯l. So multiply that by three roots of the original ma¯l,
85 (M − 13M)3
√
M → M .
86 (M − 1M)3√M → M .3
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ma¯l. So divide the two cubes into the ma¯l. It results for you in two things equal a dirham, since the two
things multiplied by the ma¯l yielded a ma¯l, which is the same as the two cubes. So you say: What number,
multiplied by a ma¯l, amounts to a ma¯l? You find that it is a dirham. So the one thing is half a dirham. So
the ma¯l is a quarter of a dirham, so the desired ma¯l is a quarter of a dirham. . . .
Liber Augmenti et Diminutionis, problem 1/9
[Libri, 1838, 318;10]. We give the solution by algebra, which begins on p. 320;4. Census and dragma
are literal translations of ma¯l and dirham.
And if he says what is a census: you add four dragmas and half of the sum to it, and five dragmas and a
quarter of this sum, and you get seventy dragmas.87
〈Solution by double false position.〉
Also by the rule it is: you take a thing and append four dragmas, and you will have a thing and four
dragmas. Then append to it half of what you gathered, and you will have a thing and a half thing and six
dragmas. Afterwards add five dragmas and there will be a thing and a half thing and eleven dragmas. And
append a fourth of what you gathered, which is three-eighths thing and two dragmas and three quarters.
You will then have a thing and seven-eighths thing and thirteen dragmas and three quarters of a dragma,
which equals seventy. Then subtract thirteen dragmas and three-quarters from seventy, and there remains
fifty-six and a quarter. Then subtract a thing from a thing and seven-eighths thing. Then find its two-fifths
and two-thirds of its fifth. Then take from fifty-six and a quarter, two fifths of it and two-thirds of a fifth of
it, and there will be thirty.
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